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NPDES permit requirements

 Disturbance over 1 acre of ground requires submission of the permit

 Erosion and sedimentation plans are submitted with the NPDES 

permit.

 Post Construction Storm water management plans are required as 

part of permit application.

 NPDES permits are good until (Dec 7, 2024)  (PAG-02 expires)

 NPDES permits cannot be renewed once they expire, new 
applications are then required to continue with earthmoving 

activities

 Building permits should not be issued by municipality when a permit 

expires.  WCD can notify them if this happens



Who has to submit a Notice of 

Termination?

 The person or company who obtained the NPDES permit for 

construction activities is required to submit an NOT upon completion 

and stabilization.

 This is usually:

 Developers of the property

 Penndot

 Contractors if creating borrow/waste sites

 Authorities for water/sewer

 Municipalities for major infrastructure construction

 Distribution lines for natural gas



When do you submit the NOT?

 After all earth disturbance activities are complete and permanently 

stabilized. 

 All erosion controls such as silt fence and silt sock are removed.

 All PCSM (post construction storm water management) are installed 

according to the plans.

 Engineer has completed as-build drawings and determines the 

storm water controls were built to the design.



What happens next after the NOT is submitted to the 

conservation District?

 The district looks to see if the information is complete, signed and 

sealed by the Professional Engineer.

 The district looks to see if the permittee has signed the forms

 The district looks to see who is responsible to maintain the PCSM 

BMP’s put on the ground.

 The district also verifies that the PCSM plan is recorded at the 

County Courthouse.  An instrument filing notice is attached usually 

with the Recorder of Deeds Stamp.

 What's Next?  



What's next?  Site inspection 

Verification For the NOT 

 Plans are brought to the field

 All channels are verified for correct size, and stability

 All Ponds are inspected to verify they are converted to permanent 

configuration. Any inlets/outlets are inspected for stability and 

function. Underdrains, fore bays, etc.  

 With Underground systems, WCD inspectors try to see during 

construction or ask and obtain photos of the systems while being 

installed.  Photos of underground should be provided with the NOT 

for verification of proper installation.  As-builds need completed 

WHILE being installed prior to backfill.



IF the pond looks like this, it is not ready for the Notice of termination.  This pond needs sediment 

cleaned out, Riser converted.  Fore bay Weir re-constructed.  



This pond accumulated 2-3 feet of sediment

Site was completed and pond was being 

cleaned out.  Engineer/surveyor should be 

present to take measurements during this 

process



This pond was converted and could be ready to be surveyed.   ,

A joint inspection is recommended by all parties 

to see if everything is satisfied prior to NOT submission



This pond was In the process of being converted with exception of the Black plastic

Riser being removed.  Low flow channels installed, slopes final graded and properly 

stabilized. 

Once 70% or better  vegetation is established, the NOT process can begin. 



Are the aprons to the correct size?



Permanent swales and NOT 

submissions



Permanent storm water swales need 

inspected for function and design.



The permanent channel here is stable and to correct design



Constructed channel is stable at the end of the 

project



Underground storm water systems and 

permit obligations for the NOT



When do the underground storm water 

management systems need inspected?

 The contractor is supposed to contact the Design engineer and let 

them know when construction will begin on the systems. 

 WCD inspectors ask the contractor to notify us when they are going 

to install the systems, so we can also inspect the work occurring.

 Contractors should also contact the Municipal engineer or a 

representative of the Twp., so they can be present during 

construction.  

 The engineer/surveyor should at this time look at the elevations and 

depths/sections of pipe or chambers and how it is backfilled.  

 Once its backfilled, it is very difficult to complete an as-build of the 
system.  



From the beginning to the end, the 
Inspector should be present during
All operations.  

Engineer/inspector needs to be 
Present during the process



If there is a problem, everyone should be 

notified of any changes at that point.



1. Fabric
2. Stone
3. Fabric
4. Chamber

It is very important for the design professional, Twp. inspector, WCD inspector  to be 

present during these installations.



Inlet filter devices should be installed when site 

is stable and inlets are cleaned out. Verify that 

these are installed also



Can Sites be terminated in the 

Winter?

 If we can determine 70% vegetation has occurred, then YES.  

 If the contractor seeded and mulched in the late fall and 

vegetation did not come in or is only 10%,  they have to wait to 

Terminate the permit.



Problems encountered with 

submitting the NOT



What if the licensed professional (engineer, 

surveyor) Will Not Certify the installation of the 

PCSM BMP’s and or record Drawings?

 NOT cannot be approved without the certification/Seal

 Developer/contractor would need to Repair the items with the site to satisfaction of 

the Designer and Designer would then provide a new record Drawing. 



Can another Design professional 

Certify the PCSM BMP’s?

 YES, provided that the new engineer provides a new drawing with 

their information on it and seals the drawings. 

 They would sign and certify the NOT forms.



What if the permittee never 

terminates the NPDES permit? 

 This is a DEP regulatory requirement and permit Condition.

 Failure to Submit the NOT is a Violation of the Chapter 102 

regulations.

 This can lead to enforcement action

 This can lead to ineligibility for future permit coverage for other sites 

across the State.  



What is included in the 

notice of termination?



Notice of termination forms can be found in the 

below link from PADEP website

http://www.depgreenport.state.pa.us/eLibrary/GetF

older?FolderID=3668





O&M agreement with Municipality

O&M agreement needs recorded with 

NOT and signed by organization 

responsible for Maintenance of BMP’s



Drawings need to show that they are (AS-BUILDS)  and prove dimensions 

are the same or close



Examples of sites that cant be 

terminated



This site tried to submit a notice of termination.  The vegetation was not even close to uniform 70%



PROBLEM ENCOUNTERED:  This channel has backed up, there is a potential
for flooding of adjacent parcels.  

This was a potential FINAL inspection of a site for an NOT for the NPDES permit



Collection channel backed up 
and is nearly overflowing

Its safe to say the water
Has been standing for
A long period of time! 



This pond is vegetated well, but temporary riser needs removed, trash rack on concrete riser 

needs installed.  This pond is on the right track, but cannot be turned over to twp. yet.  

No Trash Rack installed



The End-
Questions?

Contact:  Chris Droste, CESCP, CESCO  Senior Erosion Control Specialist

Email:  Chris@wcdpa.com Phone:  724-837-5271   

mailto:Chris@wcdpa.com

